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Jindal Stainless Foundation, Delhi Golf Club team up to popularise sport
Consolidated net sales fell by 3% at Rs 3,263 crore. The company also incurred an exceptional loss of Rs 24 crore on
account of forex movement.
Stainless steel maker Jindal StainlessNSE 4.61 % posted a 57% drop in its consolidated net profit at Rs 48 crore for the
April‐June quarter on the back of lower sales and and the incurrence of an exceptional loss. Consolidated net sales fell by
3% at Rs 3,263 crore. The company also incurred an exceptional loss of Rs 24 crore on account of forex movement.
“Our performance in the first quarter indicates our strong financial position. The outlook for the business remains positive
with the outlay of significant investments by the government in the union budget for Railways and infrastructure.
However, we continue to face a challenge from high levels of imports, particularly from FTA countries like Indonesia and
Vietnam. In the wake of these emerging business challenges, we have carried out an internal restructuring to sharpen our
key focus areas. We have created a centralised team to serve as a knowledge bank, carve out new stainless steel
applications through conversion from other materials, and develop new markets," Abhyuday Jindal, managing director at
Jindal Stainless said in a release.
The company said the the stainless steel market is currently facing serious threats from subsidised imports coming from
countries like Indonesia whos imports constituted over 28% of total imports into India during the quarter.
Last month the government has initiated an anti‐dumping duty investigation that will cover all stainless steel flat products
from major exporting countries like Indonesia, China, Korea , Japan, Taiwan, etc. The invesigation will cover both ASEAN
and countries with which India has a free trade agreement (FTA) with.
"The domestic industry is hopeful that the government will set right this unabated dumping into India. Without
government support, operations of Indian manufacturers will turn unviable, leading into a downward spiral of production
closures and job losses," the company said.
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Delhi Golf Club & Jindal Stainless Foundation team up to make golf accessible for all
Delhi Golf Club (DGC) on Monday announced its association with the Jindal Stainless Foundation (JSF) to facilitate
mainstreaming and adoption of Golf. The JSF grant will be used for two‐pronged support. The first initiative aims at
providing golf training to caddies’ children, staff, and other sportspersons, who are striving to upskill themselves, to
promote golf as an attractive and a remunerative sport. The other initiative will focus on upgradation and maintenance of
green complexes at DGC.
Commenting on the development, Chairperson, JSF, Deepika Jindal said, “Golf is a growing sport in India; however,
accessibility to this sport remains a challenge for aspiring golfers. There is tremendous interest for this game among
youth. With this initiative, we want to enable talented and aspiring players. Such opportunities will help bring down the
entry barrier to this sport, which currently is a detrimental factor for golf’s growth in the country.”
Collaboration and support from organisations like JSF will help materialise DGC’s plan for upgrading its infrastructure.
Sharing his view on this partnership, President, DGC, retired Maj R S Bedi said, “The new greens and the surrounding
complexes will make DGC as one of the best golf courses in the country. The new model of the golf course will present
more challenging playing conditions and will be a nurturing ground for budding golfers across all sections of the society. I
am confident that DGC will now be able to bring up a new crop of talented future professionals.”
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Jindal Stainless Basis, Delhi Golfing Membership crew as much as popularise recreation
Jindal Stainless Basis (JSF) on Monday introduced its affiliation with Delhi Golfing Membership (DGC) – certainly one of
India’s oldest golfing golf equipment – to facilitate mainstreaming and adoption of golfing, which is now an Olympic
recreation.
The JSF grant will probably be used for two‐pronged strengthen. The primary initiative targets at offering golfing coaching
to caddies’ kids, workforce, and different sportspersons, who’re striving to upskill themselves, to advertise golfing as a
fantastic and a remunerative recreation. The opposite initiative will center of attention on upgradation and upkeep of
Inexperienced complexes at DGC, an professional observation mentioned. Commenting at the construction, chairperson,
JSF, Ms Deepika Jindal mentioned: “Golfing is a rising recreation in India.Alternatively, accessibility to it stays a problem
for aspiring golfers. There’s super passion for this recreation amongst early life. With this initiative, we wish to permit
proficient and aspiring avid gamers.”
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Jindal Stainless Foundation to make golf accessible to society
Delhi Golf Club (DGC) and Jindal Stainless Foundation (JSF) work together to facilitate mainstreaming and adoption of golf,
which is now an Olympic sport. The JSF grant will be used for two‐pronged support. The first initiative aims at providing
golf training to caddies’ children, staff, and other sportspersons, who are striving to upskill themselves, to promote golf as
an attractive and a remunerative sport. The other initiative will focus on upgradation and maintenance of Green
complexes at DGC. Golf is a growing sport in India; however, accessibility to this sport remains a challenge for aspiring
golfers. There is tremendous interest for this game among youth.
Chairperson, JSF, Deepika Jindal said, “We want to enable talented and aspiring players. Such opportunities will help bring
down the entry barrier to this sport, which currently is a detrimental factor for golf’s growth in the country.”
Collaboration and support from organisations like JSF will help materialise DGC’s plan for upgrading its infrastructure. DGC
has on‐boarded the renowned golf course architecture firm, Gary Player Design for the remodelling project and its golf
course is slated to re‐open in end of 2019, post renovation. India has produced a number of professional golfers who
started their careers as caddies. SSP Chowrasia, C Muniyappa, Rohtash Singh, and Ali Sher are among them. Appropriate
resources for training will encourage more and more caddies and aspiring youth to take up the game and bring laurels to
our country.
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DGC, Jindal Stainless Foundation collaborate to make golf accessible to all
In a move to make the sport of Golf more broad‐based and accessible to all sections of society, Delhi Golf Club (DGC), has
announced its association with the Jindal Stainless Foundation (JSF) to facilitate mainstreaming and adoption of golf,
which is now an Olympic sport. The JSF grant will be used for two‐pronged support. The first initiative aims at providing
golf training to caddies’ children, staff, and other sportspersons, who are striving to upskill themselves, to promote golf as
an attractive and a remunerative sport. The other initiative will focus on upgradation and maintenance of Green
complexes at DGC. Commenting on the development, Chairperson, JSF, Ms Deepika Jindal said,
“Golf is a growing sport in India; however, accessibility to this sport remains a challenge for aspiring golfers. There is
tremendous interest for this game among youth. With this initiative, we want to enable talented and aspiring players.
Such opportunities will help bring down the entry barrier to this sport, which currently is a detrimental factor for golf’s
growth in the country.”
Collaboration and support from organisations like JSF will help materialise DGC’s plan for upgrading its infrastructure. DGC
has on‐boarded the renowned golf course architecture firm, Gary Player Design for the remodelling project and its golf
course is slated to re‐open in end of 2019, post renovation. Sharing his view on this partnership, President, DGC, R S Bedi
said, “The new greens and the surrounding complexes will make DGC as one of the best golf courses in the country. The
new model of the golf course will present more challenging playing conditions and will be a nurturing ground for budding
golfers across all sections of the society. I am confident that DGC will now be able to bring up a new crop of talented
future professionals.” India has produced a number of professional golfers who started their careers as caddies. SSP
Chowrasia, C Muniyappa, Rohtash Singh, and Ali Sher are among them. Appropriate resources for training will encourage
more and more caddies and aspiring youth to take up the game.
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DGC, Jindal Stainless Foundation collaborate to make golf accessible across all sections of society
In a move to make the sport of Golf more broad based and accessible to all sections of society, Delhi Golf Club (DGC),
has announced its association with the Jindal Stainless Foundation (JSF) to facilitate mainstreaming and adoption of golf,
which is now an Olympic sport. The JSF grant will be used for two‐pronged support. The first initiative aims at providing
golf training to caddies’ children, staff, and other sportspersons, who are striving to upskill themselves, to promote golf as
an attractive and a remunerative sport. The other initiative will focus on upgradation and maintenance of Green
complexes at DGC. Commenting on the development, Chairperson, JSF, Ms Deepika Jindal said,
“Golf is a growing sport in India; however, accessibility to this sport remains a challenge for aspiring golfers. There is
tremendous interest for this game among youth. With this initiative, we want to enable talented and aspiring players.
Such opportunities will help bring down the entry barrier to this sport, which currently is a detrimental factor for golf’s
growth in the country.”Collaboration and support from organizations like JSF will help materialize DGC’s plan for
upgrading its infrastructure. DGC has on‐boarded the renowned golf course architecture firm, Gary Player Design for the
remodeling project and its golf course is slated to re‐open in end of 2019, post‐renovation.
Sharing his view on this partnership, President, DGC, R S Bedi said, “The new greens and the surrounding complexes will
make DGC as one of the best golf courses in the country. The new model of the golf course will present more challenging
playing conditions and will be a nurturing ground for budding golfers across all sections of the society. I am confident that
DGC will now be able to bring up a new crop of talented future professionals.” India has produced a number of
professional golfers who started their careers as caddies. SSP Chowrasia, C Muniyappa, Rohtash Singh, and Ali Sher are
among them. Appropriate resources for training will encourage more and more caddies and aspiring youth to take up the
game.

